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Introdaction. Let L= ab denote a non-closed smooth arc vri.1ii ends a and b lying in the complex plane, and let L0=L-{a, bj. For each J; e LQ let t* denote that of the ends a and b for which le.tt* = min (le. at,.le.tb) ("le" is an abbreviation for "the length of"). If t and t. are two points in the set The set of all functions <p (6) with the above property will be denoted by § . 
and
where ye § , and 0, «6 <Oj 1) are given numbers. Remark 2. Erom (1) and from the equality cp (0) = 0 it follows that
Remark 3« It is known that for any two points t and t^ of a smooth arc L the following condition holds 1
where X denotes a positive number defined for the given arc L| s and s^ are the lengths of the ares t*t and t* t^ ^re-spectively. We clearly have |s -s^| = s^-s = le.tt^. 
7«
)dr
•belongs to the class X (cM,a, 9), where 0 denotes a positive number independent of the function f(t). P r 0 o f. By assumption, the function f(t) satisfies inequalities (2) and (3) in the set LQ. We have to prove that the function F(t) satisfies in this set the inequalities |t-tT
where c^ and c2 denote certain positive numbers independant of the function f(t). Next taking csmaxic^,c2) we shall obtain thesis of our theorem.
In order to prove inequality (8) we consider two^cases. 1. The point t is an interior point of the arc t*T with the length equal to one fourth of the length 1 of the arc L.
V
Consider a point tme L-t T, such that the arcs t t and ^ * tt have equal lengths. Let t be the end of L opposite tot , and Q-the centre of the arc L. If we denote by s and sm the lengths of the arcs t* t and t* tw, respectively, then sm = = 2s.
The left-hand side of inequality (8.) can be represented in the form (10) where |F(t)| = | P/](t) + p2(t)| ,
ft tX t't w iwa
According to (1), (2), (3) and (4), it follows that
and 
dS (t-6F(<S-s)
where k = sup / -In view of (5), (6) and (10)- (12) 2. The point t is an interior point of the arc TT^ where W I T, T^j e L are such that the arcs t t and T^ tQ have the same length equal to one fourth of the length 1 of the arc L. Let Q be the centre of the arc L and tw an interior point of the arc QT^, such that le. tQ=le.Qtw< If we denote by s and sw "the length of the arcs t* t and t*tW) respectively, then s,"=l-s. w
The left-hand side of inequality (8) can "be represented in the form (14) where |p(t)| = jqu, (t) + q2(t)| , (15) q,(t) m J dr, q2(t)=f(t According to (1), (2), (3) and (4) In view of (5), (6) and (14) - (16) Using (13) and (17) and setting c^ = max (c^,c2') we obtain inequality (8).
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